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Abstract: 
This project has focused on answering the question, whether Al Jazeera English preserves 
its identity when competing in a global news market. For this purpose, Staubhaar’s theory 
of multi-layered identities has been chosen in order to find out what kind of identity media 
have. Theories about globalisation by O’Byrne and Hensby have been added in order to 
understand the global environment, where Al Jazeera English is competing. This has been 
complemented by Norris and Inglehart’s theory on cosmopolitan communications to find 
the link between media and globalisation. In order to find an answer for the cardinal 
question, a comparison between Al Jazeera English, CNN and BBC has been made in the 
analysis with the purpose of finding similarities and differences when reflecting their 
identity in their coverage. The methodology chosen has been Laclau and Mouffe´s theory 
on discourse analysis. The analysis has focused on three stories: Hugo Chavez’s death, 
the Pope’s resignation and the Israeli government’s decision to create Palestinian-only 
buses.  
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1.0. Introduction
The Internet has shaped new ways of exchanging information. Global news markets are no                         
longer centred in the U.S. but in the new common space created by the globalization                           
phenomenon. Alongside this situation, the consumption and production of information, is                   
converging (Peter F.Cowhey, Jonathan D. Aronson with Donald Abelson, 2009). Such                   
changes in the context of global news may require a process of adaptation.
In the last decades, the leaders of the global news have made TV channels such as CNN                               
and BBC more westernized. These TV broadcasters created the guidelines of what was                       
understood as global journalism. A new way of transmitting the information was set. For the                           
first time in history, a story could be followed visually 24 hours a day, taking the place that                                 
radio had on reporting live events. TV Audiences could consume the story as a live                           
experience instead of receiving the story limited by the schedule of news bulletins.                       
Moreover, in a global dimension the constraints of the time zones disappeared because of                         
the on­going reporting.
However, nowadays the 24 hours reporting is a common practice and the new global                         
environment demands new methods. The convergence of the different technological means                   
used by news broadcasters from different parts of the world is creating a new space. The                             
hegemonic position of CNN and BBC is related to its history but new voices are arising.                             
Other channels from different cultures are entering in the global news market such as                         
Russia Today, CCTV or Al Jazeera.
The case of the last one of these platforms have been chosen for this project because Al                               
Jazeera English from the start has been claiming that they perform a new way of global                             
journalism. That is why we want to compare the Qatari channel in its international version to                             
CNN and BBC as representatives of classic, western global news broadcasters.
Regarding the West, it is interesting to take into account Saïd’s theory about Orientalism                         
and Occidentalism. This theory explains that the perception of Orient has been constructed                       
by the West (Saïd, 1983). Orientalism is a style of thought which distinguishes the “Orient”                           
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from the “Occident”, it is “as a Western style for dominating, restructuring, and having                         
authority over the Orient”.
When one studies the news from various media, it must be considered the specific context,                           
the subject matter and its historical circumstance, i.e. AJE and Al Jazeera Arabic. Another                         
thing one researcher should concern about is the ways that we look into the Orient. Saïd                             
believes that “ it needs to be made clear about cultural discourse and exchange within a                             
culture that what is commonly circulated by it is not ‘truth’ but representations” (Saïd, 1983).                           
It could be said that even the language itself has its “personality” to express and exchange                             
messages. In an overview one can see that English is used by most of the media, but to                                 
Saïd, the language as a “highly organized and encoded system” is in fact a representation                           
as well of the culture, in this case it might be the West. Historically BBC and CNN have had                                   
a dominant position, their cultural forms, as certain ideas predominate readers and in                       
somehow representing the Orient. Nevertheless, AJE with its Arab origin and the English                       
as language for broadcasting open the debate about a new opportunity to see the Orient.
1.1. Problem area
As a first observation concerning how Al Jazeera English covers global news one could say                           
that it looks like western global news platforms such as CNN or BBC, whereas others could                             
say that Al Jazeera English has enriched the global news market by adding a different point                             
of view from a Middle Eastern perspective.
It will be important to highlight that as researchers we wonder if the different platforms have                             
different perspectives of global matters, and it may be related to their cultural background.                         
Thus, their comparison is relevant since the three channels have the common denominator                       
of being global news channels.
However, we would like to go further and find out whether the three platforms actually deal in                               
the same way with the stories. Do they use the same methods and approaches and do they                               
present the information in the same way? When talking about a global market with a global                             
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exposition to the audience, are there any similarities between the platforms when covering                       
global news? Or is the global coverage totally different depending on the platform? Then,                         
has Al Jazeera kept the coverage it used to do in its Arabic version or it has adopted the                                   
western point of view?
Referring to AJE competitors, are BBC and CNN giving a western perspective when                       
covering global news and does that affect Al Jazeera English coverage? Bearing in mind                         
the applied professionalism of the different networks and the technological advantages we                     
will go through the issues that might make them differ in the way they are adapting to the                                 
new landscape of information by their coverage.
What we know for sure is that Al Jazeera English has a very different origin and                             
background if we compare it to CNN and BBC. In the end, we research if the identity of the                                   
channel is a factor that has been conserved by Al Jazeera English to find a place in the                                 
global news industry or whether AJE has to adapt to the global news market by losing its                               
identity. Therefore, our main focus in this project will be whether Al Jazeera English                         
preserves its identity when competing in a global news market.
1.2. Framework
By acquiring a better understanding of the different networks it is the key to answer our                             
questions. That can be succeeded first by taking under consideration how the channels are                         
defined by their historical background and second how they present themselves.
1.2.1. Who is CNN?
CNN (Cable News Network) was launched in the United States in 1980. The decision of the                             
launching and financial support came from the business magnate Ted Turner. The channel                       
currently is owned by Time Warner. It was the first channel which offered news 24 hours a                               
day. With this innovative format, it became quickly popular. However, it was with its                         
coverage of the first Gulf War when it is considered that CNN became a leader in the global                                 
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news market.
This is the time when the “CNN effect” started to have relevance in politics and international                             
affairs. For the first time, audiences had access to 24 hours coverage. They felt closer to                             
the topics that press talked about. They were watching on live wars and natural disasters.                           
Politicians became aware of that and started to make quicker decisions. Suddenly, the                       
classic way of doing politics had changed because a new broadcaster had emerged by                         
working on different kind of journalism.
At the beginning, it was a channel focus only on the American market. Nevertheless, in                           
1985 CNN International was launched. This time, the new channel focused on an                       
international audience and soon its influence grew all over the world. First, they used the                           
programs broadcasted by CNN/U.S., but in the early 1990's it was decided to improve their                           
offer on the air in order to compete with BBC World News.
Nowadays, CNN has several channels in different languages as Spanish, Arabic, Turkish                     
or Japanese. It also has one of the most visited global news websites, which is constantly                             
renewed with content and design. As it claims “CNN.com is among the world's leaders in                           
online news and information delivery. Staffed 24 hours, seven days a week by a dedicated                           
staff in CNN's world headquarters in Atlanta, Georgia, and in bureaus worldwide, CNN.com                       
relies heavily on CNN's global team of almost 4,000 news”.
1.2.2. Who is BBC?
The British broadcaster was launched back in 1931. It is the largest in the world (Kaye and                               
Quinn, 2010:95) and its roots starting as a radio broadcaster define the network, which                         
today are worldwide for its still relevant, long history: 90 years of production of both                           
informational content and entertainment. The broadcaster is public and funded by the                     
license fee of every British household. This economical resource is arranged by the Home                         
Secretary of the United Kingdom. BBC operates under the Royal Charter, document that                       
preserves the rights of the corporate organization.
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In 1991, BBC decided to launch a new channel called BBC World News to cover                           
international information. However, its financial support does not come from the license                     
fees as other BBC channels, but from advertising and subscriptions. It is not meant for                           
British audience, but for the rest of the world. It is free on air in most countries, so only a                                     
satellite receiver is needed. As global news platform, BBC has the biggest network of                         
correspondents, reporters and bureaus if comparing with others (BBC Correspondents                 
Map by Stuart Pinfold).
The British Broadcaster presents itself as an organisation that has been producing media                       
content since 1922, by entertaining, educating and creating standards. BBC also claims to                       
believe firmly in the power of collaboration to produce all the content. Therefore                       
partnerships are claimed to be very significant to understand the professional approach of                       
the workers inside the organization.
The value expressed by the Broadcaster is: “to enrich people's lives with programmes and                         
services that inform, educate and entertain.” By doing so their goal is to be “the most                             
creative organization in the world.”
1.2.3. Who is AJE?
In 1996 a Qatar based news channel called Al Jazeera was launched. Its broadcast through                           
satellite transmitted the messages directly from both sides of the conflicts in the Middle                         
East. Along its history the brand created prejudices in the western world whereas in the                           
East the channel was trying to consolidate its brand as a reliable source of information for                             
the Arab speakers, trying to give voice to all parts of the stories (Seib, 2008). After the 9/11                                 
for the first time worldwide news channels such as BBC and CNN asked for information to                             
the Arabic channel which covered areas of the war in Afghanistan and Iraq with difficult                           
access for the western journalists. This situation developed a process of consolidation of Al                         
Jazeera. In Norbert Wildermuth’s words, the news bulletins of this channel followed the                       
format of BCC World and CNN International (Wildermuth, 2005).
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In 2003 Al Jazeera started to gain the audiences through Internet by the attempt of creating                             
a new type of international journalism with the aim of creating debate through the Arab                           
world and criticizing authorities both from the Arab world and the western world ­with                         
emphasis on the US (Seib, 2012). This attempt and its consequences were called “the Al                           
Jazeera effect”, which according to el­Nawawy (2008) was “Al Jazeera’s role in ‘providing                       
an unprecedented forum for debate in the Arab World that is eviscerating the legitimacy of                           
the Arab status quo and helping to build a radically new pluralist political culture’” (Lynch,                           
2005, cited in el­Nawawy, 2008)
Three years later in 2006 the English version appeared as a competitor for other                         
international news broadcasters (in English) claiming the need of a non­western                   
perspective. Al Jazeera English (AJE) is presented through its corporate image as a                       
channel that gives “voice to the voiceless” with an independence from the editorial line of Al                             
Jazeera Arabic.
1.3. Theoretical scheme
In this project there are several theories to apply for the analysis proposed below. All of                             
them refer to similar or related concepts; therefore they complete each other being useful                         
for supporting our claims and backing up our analysis.
The first theory is multilayered identity by Joseph Straubhaar. It is proposed that identities                         
are similar to imagined communities (Anderson, 1983) where the members of the group                       
perceive their belonging to the community without even have personal contact. Moreover,                     
identities are organised in layers. Basically, the layers on the top are the most global, while                             
the ones on the lowest part are most regional or local, and the layers interact with each                               
other. However in this interaction, they can collide and break down forming a new layer of                             
identity. Thus, the different identities sometimes can create hybrids in terms of                     
identification. This theory is used to create the bases for the analysis and for the                           
subsequent comparison and discussion of the collected data.
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Another main part of the theory in this project is the idea of global hybrid communities,                             
which are understood in terms of communication, as Pippa Norris and Ronald Inglehart                       
developed, as well as Darren O’Byrne and Alexander Hensby. The cosmopolitan or hybrid                       
vision of globalisation cannot be understood as Westernisation or Americanisation, but as                     
a phenomenon binding together people in a global imagined community. This does not only                         
apply to the use of English in communication, as it is observed in AJE, but also in                               
technological aspects or news formats. However, it is right to pay attention to the past                           
dominance of the Western factor in mass media communication influencing the present                     
global media market. As it happens in the hybridisation, there is an adaptation of what is                             
global or cosmopolitan to more local aspects.
As a support theory, in this study we pay attention to the Orientalism and Occidentalism by                             
Edward Saïd, as the view of Orient from Occident. We apply his theories to support                           
cosmopolitanism and multilayered identity theories and for the pre­analysis assumptions                 
about Al Jazeera, and in the concrete Al Jazeera English. Saïd’s concepts go through,                         
among others, Foucault and Gramci’s. However this project focuses only on Saïd's theories                       
to check the relation between the two western channels under analysis (BBC and CNN) and                           
the one from Orient (AJE). Therefore, the construction of the Orientalism is done by the                           
West, in this way the global news market might be susceptible of this construction too.
1.4. Delimitations
In order to achieve a proper research about the cardinal question, our project was delimited                           
with various approaches and by different factors. To start with, the two most important                         
factors are time and space.
By referring to time we mean, not only the time provided to work on this study, but also the                                   
period used to analyse the news in the three platforms. While it is true that the limited time                                 
that we counted with did not allow us to extend or to conduct a deeper analysis, the main                                 
problem we had to face was the large number of news in some stories, i.e. Hugo Chavez’s                               
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death. That is why we decided to do an analysis by choosing only the news is launched and                                 
the day after. We gathered the news posted during those 48 hours instead of following the                             
on­going coverage of each of the stories endlessly. This might show us how the occurrence                           
is covered for the first time and the consequences derived the day after. Therefore we did                             
not include all the pieces of news relating to the story, because it would provide us an                               
unequal analysis where some stories would count with hundreds of news and others with                         
only some dozens, as well as it responds also to a matter of space.
Regarding the space, it is important to highlight the fact that there are a limited number of                               
pages, ergo our analysis must be according to this but also deep enough. This conducted                           
us to choose three stories, in three continents from three channels. As well as, we chose to                               
make only analysis with discourse analysis applied to written texts and not web design                         
analysis either image analysis. Moreover, we delimited the comparison to only three                     
channels: AJE, BBC and CNN. Nevertheless, we could have extended the research with                       
others Asian platforms like CCTV but the lack of data or statistics from this Chinese                           
channel made us consider not doing it. Despite the fact that making a comparison between                           
the Arabic version of Al Jazeera with the English one could have had a deeper analysis, we                               
preferred to use only AJE as a starting point due to the lack of space and our ignorance on                                   
the Arabic language.
2.0. Methodology
This project uses a theoretical­analytical approach where theory and analysis combines to                     
acquire knowledge. By analysing AJE, BBC and CNN with a comparative study we expect                         
to find out whether the cultural identity of AJE makes a different approach in the coverage                             
of global stories. Since we cannot prove if AJE’s cultural identity determines completely its                         
coverage, we understand that the most useful approach is an abductive method. It goes                         
from the particular to the general and the other way around. It is not a matter of searching                                 
for a specific explanation, but a matter of finding the most probable answer according to                           
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reliable data and evidences.
The first stage of the study will be a presentation of the three international news platforms                             
with their individual corporate images. By doing so, we will analyse three different stories                         
and examine the coverage from each individual channel. The stories chosen for the                       
analysis are Hugo Chavez’s death, the former Pope’s resignation and the Palestinian­only                     
buses case. We have selected these three stories represented in written formats in order                         
to make a comparative analysis. The exception is the story about Palestinian­only buses,                       
where we use a video from CNN, due to the lack of any written post, but using the discourse                                   
analysis for written texts for the transcription of the video.
2.1. Analytical methodology
The purpose of this analysis is to go through three stories covered by BBC, CNN and Al                               
Jazeera English by using discourse analysis in relation to the posts made by the networks.                           
The first one is about Hugo Chavez’s (President of Venezuela) death on March 5, 2013.                           
Secondly, we will examine the Emeritus (former) Pope’s resignation, Benedict XVI or                     
Joseph Ratzinger, on February 28 2013. Our third story is the coverage of the Israeli                           
Government’s introduction of Palestinian­only buses on March 4 2013. We have chosen                     
these three stories because they are from three different continents, in addition they are                         
also international news and they do not mean national news for none of the three channels.                             
Furthermore, these three continents represent important points of information flow of                   
America, Europe and Asia.
By using Laclau’s theories about discourse analysis we will go over posted news on the                           
websites of the three channels, paying attention to the texts (headlines, subheads, leads                       
and the body of the news). However, we will not analyse comments, therefore audiences,                         
sharings and links are not included.
In addition, it is important to delimitate the research and that is why we only choose three                               
channels and three stories. BBC and CNN are native speaking countries when considering                       
English as the language used in global news. On the other hand, AJE moved from an                             
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Arabic origin to the English language. This aspect will be taken into consideration for the                           
analysis as a cause of a hypothetical losing of cultural identity, in relation to this assumption                             
an explanation of the relation of language and culture will be covered by the further theory. In                               
this delimitation of the research it is our priority to justify why we choose some news and not                                 
others. The criterion for the posts selected by each platform will be affected by relation to                             
the three stories: Hugo Chavez’s death, the Pope’s resignation and the Palestinian­only                     
buses. The period of time in which we are framing the analysis is the date when the news                                 
are launched and the day after. We are not going to seek prior or subsequent news. We will                                 
rather work on all the posts covering the three stories selected avoiding links to other                           
events with common denominators. We delimit the analysis in this way in order to keep our                             
track within a complex disposition of great amount of news.
2.2. Discourse analysis
Discourse is “a particular way of talking about and understanding the world (or an aspect of                             
the world)” (Jørgensen, Phillips, Discourse Analysis as Theory and Method, 2002: 1). Thus,                       
in order to delve deeper in the cultural identity of Al Jazeera English, CNN and BBC we                               
found relevant to use the theory of Discourse Analysis as a tool to decode the implied                             
messages behind the journalistic language used by those three media. In that way we aim                           
to shed light on the cardinal question of this study if the cultural identity of AJE affects the                                 
coverage of the stories in a global  market of news.
We will go through the understandings of discourse analysis and those terms we are going                           
to work with in this project to make it more understandable. “Discourse theory aims at an                             
understanding of the social as a discursive construction whereby, in principle, all social                       
phenomena can be analysed using discourse analytical tools” (Jørgensen and Phillips,                   
2002:24).
Discourse analysis is an interdisciplinary theory that contributes to a deep understanding of                       
“many different social domains in many different types of studies’’ (Jørgensen, Phillips,                     
2002: 1). It is placed underneath the umbrella of Social Constructionism theory concerning                       
culture and society (Jørgensen, Phillips, 2002: 4). As discourse analysis is not defined in a                           
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clear and consensus frame there is not a specific way to follow for the analysis. Dealing                             
with discourse analysis to define what a discourse actually is and how you find discourses                           
in society via social media or texts may result difficult. Phillips and Jørgensen present in                           
their book the field of discourse analysis as a general description of discourses “language                         
is structured according to different patterns that people's utterances follow when they take                       
part in different domains of social life [...] there is no clear consensus as to what discourses                               
are or how to analyse them. Different perspectives offer their own suggestions and, to                         
some extent, compete to appropriate the terms ‘discourse’ and ‘discourse analysis’ for                     
their own definitions” (Jørgensen, Phillips, 2002: 1).
In discourse analysis one tries to analyse these different patterns in society (Jørgensen and                         
Phillips, 2002:1). Laclau and Mouffe have created some tools to make it easier to find the                             
discourses in practise. “[W]e will call articulation any practice establishing a relation                     
among elements such that their identity is modified as a result of the articulatory practice.                           
The structured totality resulting from the articulatory practice, we will call discourse. The                       
differential positions, insofar as they appear articulated within a discourse, we will call                       
moments. By contrast, we will call element any difference that is not discursively                       
articulated’’ (Laclau and Mouffe 1985: 105; italics in original), (Jørgensen and Phillips,                     
2002: 26).
A discourse is to be understood as a fixation of a meaning in a specific domain. People                               
are always trying to fix the meaning, thus it becomes common sense in everyday life. Phillip                             
and Jørgensen suggest looking at the structures in language as a fishing­net. The linguistic                         
signs should be looked at as knots in the fishing­net, where the meaning can flow from one                               
to another. In that way it creates different positions in the fishing­net, depending on the                           
position in the net it will have different meanings in the form of different opinions (Jørgensen                             
and Phillips, 2002: 25). The knots in the fishing­net are called signs. The signs acquire their                             
meaning by being different from each other. Depending on the way the signs are                         
positioned in language, we are able, by positioning them in a new relation, to apply new                             
meanings to the signs (Jørgensen and Phillips, 2002: 25). Some signs are going to be                           
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more meaningful, where the other signs are being drawn towards them. These special                       
signs are called nodal points (Jorgensen and Phillips, 2002: 26). The opposite concept of                         
a nodal point is an element. An element is a sign that has not been fixed yet. Hence the                                   
signs have multiple potential meanings.
“A discourse is established as a totality in which each sign is fixed as a moment through its                                 
relations to other signs” (Jørgensen and Phillips 2002: 26). The only way that the                         
discourses are able to do this is by excluding all the other potential meanings for the sign.                               
All this happens through articulation. Articulation is defined as all the practices that are                         
able to establish a connection between elements in the discourse (Jørgensen and Phillips                       
2002: 28). Floating signs are signs that multiple discourses are fighting to attach meaning                         
to within their own discourse. Nodal points are floating signs that different discourses are                         
trying to fixed (Jørgensen and Phillips 2002: 28).
Hence, in this project discourse analysis will be applied in that way to interpret and explain                             
the given meanings in a journalistic context. However, in order to be consistent and                         
coherent in our analysis and as discourse analysis “can be applied to all areas of research,                             
it cannot be used with all kinds of theoretical framework” (Jørgensen, Phillips, 2002: 3). We                           
are going to use the theoretical approach of Laclau and Mouffe’s ‘Theory of the Social’ as it                               
is suggested for “analysis of many different social domains, including organisations and                     
institutions, and in exploration of the role of language use in broad societal and cultural                           
developments such as globalisation and the spread of mass mediated communication”                   
(Jørgensen, Phillips, 2002: 2). Following this approach it will help to clarify the relation                         
between the language and the subject, here the journalistic language and the news                       
receiver, thus it will contribute to detect those elements that make or not Al Jazeera English                             
a media influenced by the global market of news. Further “the aim of analysis is, therefore,                             
not to uncover the objective reality, for example, to find out what groups society ‘really’                           
consists of, but to explore how we create this reality so that it appears objective and natural.                               
Where Marxism presumed the existence of an objective social structure that analysis                     
should reveal, the starting point of Laclau and Mouffe’s discourse theory is that we construct                           
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objectivity through the discursive production of meaning. It is that construction process that                       
should be the target of analysis” (Jørgensen, Phillips, 2002: 33). Thus it can be a useful tool                               
to explore the relation of the used media discourse of AJE and compare it to the one of                                 
BBC. Thus,  a deeper understanding of the AJE social­media image may occur.
2.3. Working with discourses in practice
When working with discourses analysis, it is one thing to get the understanding of what                           
discourses are and how they flow in society. Another thing is how to find the discourses                             
more concretely. In the following pages we are going to explain how we have located the                             
discourses in this project.
To start with, we collected all the news that were posted in the three web pages (CNN, BBC                                 
and AJE) from all the stories. We realised that a discourse analysis of all the news for this                                 
project would be too comprehensive, thus we have narrowed it down to 48 hours for each                             
story. On the story of Hugo Chavez’s death we have covered the 5th and 6th of March, which                                 
is the day he was announced death and the following day. For the Palestinian only busses                             
we have taken all the articles from AJE and a video from CNN, because it was a smaller                                 
story that we would like to get as much as possible out of it. Concerning the Pope’s                               
resignation, we have chosen to look at the 28th of February and the 1st of Marchl. These                               
days cover the day he said goodbye to his follower and the day after. Having a fixed                               
timeline, we read all the articles again and started looking for elements to compare among                           
the articles in topics, words, expressions, presentment and articulations. Looking into the                     
articles we found that the three channels use some of the same articulations in their                           
coverings of the stories. These articulations of the channels forms show the discourses.                       
The way the channels use words is a factor that can define a discourse as positive or                               
negative around the topics. Moreover, it is important to highlight the fact that in the articles                             
have been noticed and narrowed down two to three main nodal points . We relate this fact                               
as a typical characteristic to the length and depth of the news genre.
We are aware that the way we have found the discourses are based on our individual                             
interpretation of the articles and the articulations that were used. If the analysis is to be                             
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done again by others, they may come to a different result as their interpretations could be                             
different and lead to other discourses.
Discourse analysis allows us to look at the textual construction that the discourses are                         
formed. We have chosen to work with discourses in order to identify the differences                         
between BBC, CNN and AJE.
3.0. Theoretical dimensions
3.1. Multi­layered or multi­identity world
Since AJE’s success is immediately linked to its satellite broadcasting, it is more than                         
relevant to say that there is a belief that the globalisation of identities is due to the                               
development of satellite TV and the Internet (Straubhaar, 2007). Moreover, the three                     
platforms have very technologically developed websites as new platforms. Nevertheless,                 
identities are also related to what people choose to read and watch amongst all the                           
available options.
Firstly it is needed to analyse the concept of identity. At the beginning there was the                             
traditional local life and after that the modern interaction with mass media came to produce                           
identities. Straubhaar, quoting to Benedict Anderson, assures that these identities are                   
multi­layered and consist of cultural geographic elements which at the same time can be                         
local, regional, transnational based on cultural­linguistic regions, and national identities                 
(Straubhaar, 2007). Anderson’s concept explains that there are imagined communities,                 
which are different from an actual community because it is not based on everyday                         
face­to­face interaction. There is no need of having personal contact to create an imagined                         
community, since it is constructed socially as an imagined group by the people who                         
perceive themselves as a part of it. Therefore, media users reflect these layers or aspects                           
of identity (Straubhaar, 2007) taking some identity from the media. Nevertheless,                   
Straubhaar also examines the process of hybridisation by acquiring new layers of identity                       
that are global. With this two options, we can wonder whether BBC, CNN and AJE have                             
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their own identity layers which users accept as theirs as well and, what type of layers of                               
identity are those.
If we take into consideration the theories of Straubhaar, we can find different senses of self                             
depending on the which level the medium creates cultural identity. Thus, it is perceived a                           
local sense of self, a regional sense of self, a national sense of self, some interest or                               
knowledge of the global, a social class sense of self, a religious sense of self, an ethnic                               
and/or linguistic sense of self, a professional sense of self and an educational sense of self                             
(Straubhaar, 2007). The goal of this project is to find which type of identity has AJE and                               
whether there are some similarities with CNN or BBC, or rather, if the English version of Al                               
Jazeera has overlapped the geo­cultural regional layer (Straubhaar, 2007) of its identity in                       
order to compete in the global news market.
3.1.1. Which layer of identity Al Jazeera English has:
Then, it seems easy to categorise media with this scale. However, this classification might                         
fail in one aspect. The bigger the media are, the more difficult is to label them in only one                                   
sense of self because the leading broadcasters are multi sided and they have got many                           
nuances which approach them to some senses of self and others which distance them. As                           
well as AJE, for example, is a Middle East broadcaster, but also an international one and                             
global one.
Yet, on one hand we have multi­layered media articulating different senses of self and on                           
the other hand the new layer of globalisation. Hybridity, or accepting other identities, and                         
multi­layer model coexist and interact. But this globalisation can be based on the process                         
of hybridisation when a different identity decides to join in with globalisation. Therefore,                       
globalisation must be understood as the top of the layers, which is the layer of identity                             
dominating and, perhaps, homogenizing all the others. It may even be the dominant aspect                         
of someone’s sense of self (Straubhaar, 2007). Thus in a rough categorisation one could                         
find cultural identities developed in Al Jazeera English, BBC and CNN. However, if we                         
understand globalisation as a dominant layer or the dominant aspect of a certain identity,                         
international media might see themselves forced to adapt the globalisation identity when                     
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competing in a global news market. In this way, if they take the dominant layer, which may                               
be also homogenizing all the others, the possibilities of triumph may be higher.
Al Jazeera English might have attached an ethnic and linguistic sense of self, which is the                             
Arab World. It belongs with the group of geo­cultural regional producers, markets and                       
audiences, which are linked by culture, language, geographic proximity and a shared                     
history. Therefore, these ones are new global media operating within cultural spaces or                       
markets, defined by language and culture, proximity and a common history. This cultural                       
identity has a specific advantage in terms that the coverage is more below, instead of                           
global.
Leon Barkho assures that Al Jazeera won the coverage in the Middle East because Arab                           
people prefer locals informing about local issues than foreigners, as it happened before the                         
release of Al Jazeera (Barkho, 2010). There is cultural specificity or proximity of its news                           
approach, moreover a frame of common values and tradition around them (Straubhaar,                     
2007). But also, we have to bear in mind the importance of the fact that channels like Al                                 
Jazeera target expatriates and a whole population of migrants. However, when we deal                       
with the English version of the Arab platform, it is important to take into consideration the                             
aim of growing from a national or regional level to more global role and, therefore, to a new                                 
audience beyond the migrants (Straubhaar, 2007).
Furthermore, it is important that this globalization might affect different among audiences.                     
Al Jazeera English broadcasts in English instead of the local language. And even when                         
there are many people in the rural parts of the Arab Africa who cannot access to satellite                               
television either internet and even less speak English, whereas the elites are more likely to                           
and have strong, cultural capital knowledge of politics. And these elites are supposed to be                           
major consumers of globalized channels like AJE (Straubhaar, 2007). Therefore it can be                       
very risky presume that the cultural identity is completely reflected when not even the lower                           
statuses can be potential audiences.
3.1.2. Losing or transforming its identity:
In this project we wonder whether AJE had to redefine its former identity, as some critics                             
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claim, or contrarily, keep the former identity applying it into a new form of doing global                             
news. Under the idea of globalisation as the dominant identity there are many different                         
types of layers. Al Jazeera is understood a as a geo­cultural regional producer in                         
Straubhaar’s classification, with the most global down to the local (Straubhaar, 2007):
• Global infrastructures of technology, finance and media models that structure more                     
specific layers of production, flow and identification below.
• A U.S. “empire” based on Hollywood structural & cultural power, itself becoming a                         
transnational network of co­production (Miller, et al).
• Other global exporters – Latin American producers of telenovelas, Japanese anime,                     
Bollywood, etc.
• Transnational cultural­linguistic producers, markets and audiences – geographically               
separated former colonies and diasporic migrants, English, French, Portuguese­speaking.
• Geo­cultural regional producers, markets and audiences – geographically linked cultures                   
with common or similar languages, shared histories, and geographic proximity, like the                     
Nordic countries, the Arab World, Greater China, and Latin America.
• Translocal producers, markets and audiences – cross borders into India from Hong Kong,                         
into the USA from Mexico, etc. (Kumar, et al).
• National producers, markets and audiences – of enormous variety, from powerful states                       
like China, which push Rupert Murdoch around, to failed states like Somalia.
• Regional producers, markets and audiences – smaller than states, perhaps lapping                     
across borders, like the cultural region and border zone between Monterrey, Mexico to                       
Austin, Texas.
• Metropolitan producers, markets and audiences – global cities or media capitals                     
(Curtin), which are directly linked to global networks, and produce for themselves, regions,                       
nations or transnational spaces.
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• Local producers, markets and audiences – at the level of the smaller city, municipality or                             
even neighbourhood.
Nevertheless, the English version of Al Jazeera might differ. This is supported by the idea                           
of layers often interact and this interaction makes that “they break down and form new                           
layers out of the pre­existing ones” (Straubhaar, 2007). Therefore, it is remarkable the                       
possibility of whether the layer of Al Jazeera, in the effort of the channel to jump into an                                 
international version, interacted with one or both of the most global layers: the media model                           
of global news market and the U.S. model of structure and culture. Hence, if this happened,                             
there is also the possibility of the creation of a new layer of identity; neither completely                             
Arab, nor American, but something in the middle, being AJE as result. We should                         
understand layers as power of influence. The more global a medium is, the more influence                           
it has, however, they are multilayered and they stand different layers and identities.
3.2. Global media and imagined communities
Once the concept of identity has been defined by the Straubhaar’s theory, it is possible to                             
see that the phenomenon of globalisation is influencing some layers of the identity and that                           
the global one is gaining importance. Therefore, it is necessary to find out what                         
globalisation is and what its consequences are.
Firstly it is important to highlight that globalisation is a process. O’Byrne and Hensby in their                             
book Theorizing Global Studies (2011) explained that the first clue for understanding the                       
concept is actually in the word: “One would surely look at how the word is constructed ­ it                                 
ends in ‘­isation’, suggesting a process or a transformation of some kind, so surely it                           
means the process of becoming global”.
Norris and Inglehart (2009) go further in this definition and explain that the consequence of                           
this process is the creation of a network beyond national limits that interconnects the world.                           
They understand the process of globalisation as:
“Multidimensional, encompassing economic aspects, such as the flow of trade,                 
labor and capital; social aspects, such as interpersonal contacts and mediated                   
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information flows; and political dimensions, including the integration of countries                 
into international and regional organizations” (Norris and Inglehart, 2009: 6).
Therefore, these dimensions ­political, economic and social­ should be present in the                     
identity when having a global layer and should appear in the analysis of the discourse of the                               
three media whether the global identity is the dominant one.
Following the theory of Norris and Inglehart it is possible to see that they link the concept of                                 
globalisation to media and they conclude that there is some kind of media, what they call                             
cosmopolitan media that is binding people around the world and from different                     
communities by encouraging the feeling of many about an imagined community. They                     
explain this by using the concept of cosmopolitanism that “refers to the idea that all humans                             
increasingly live and interact within a single global community, not simply within a single                         
polity or nation­state” (Norris and Inglehart, 2009:8). However, this can be also explained by                         
the Anderson’s concept of “imagined communities” that is explained in the previous                     
chapter of this project’s theory. He says that these imagined communities do not need a                           
face­to­face interaction to belong to the community, but they have some aspects of their                         
identity in common and some of them have been extracted from media.
The question now is to find out what kind of identity these communities share and how this                               
identity has been built up. There are many theories that could explain this global process.                           
Some more critic with the consequences than other. Many point out the Americanisation                       
process as the key to explain how this identity has become common and global. However,                           
for other this theory is too simple and reductionist in order to explain this transformation.                           
One culture prevailing and erasing the others does not make sense when taking into                         
account the multi­layered construction of the identity because there will always be other                       
levels that will be local, regional, ethnic, religious or even national.
Others try to give sense to this concept by explaining through the theory of liberalism which                             
has been the dominant ideology in countries such as Britain and the US (O’Byrne and                           
Hensby, 2011). This theory explains that the world is interconnected by economic relations.                       
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The final goal of the globalisation process would be a global free market and, through the                             
freedom of the individual, will be regulated by itself due to the balance between the supply                             
and the demand. However, it is only focus in the economic dimension of the process and                             
many have considered that it does not explain the globalisation process completely                     
(O’Byrne and Hensby, 2011).
As well, others explain that this process is the assimilation of different aspects of diverse                           
cultures, adapting the own culture to the global environment. That is the case of the                           
hybridisation theory that it is also explained in the previous chapter of the theory with the                             
Straubhaar’s explanation of the mechanism of assimilation of new layers in the identity.
Norris and Inglehart also refer this theory in their book and call it “The Bangalore Effect”                             
(2009:19). It is the fusion of different culture, produced by the assimilation of different                         
aspects of other cultures, nevertheless, once this is done, these aspects are “remade and                         
re­exported”. The examples given by these two authors are cultural products such as                       
Chicago pizza, Amsterdam rijsttafel or London chicken tikka masala.
Therefore, it would be also interesting to check in the analysis whether the common western                           
media practices have been assimilated by AJE and whether they have just used them or,                           
instead, adapted to its coverage.
4.0 Analysis
4.1. Hugo Chavez’s death
4.1.1.Introduction
The following analysis focuses on discourse analysis theory. Our methodology reviews the                     
news about the death of Hugo Chavez during the 5th of March, the day when he died, and                                 
the 6th of March, the day after. All of them have been compiled and are in the appendix of                                   
this project. We picked up referential words in order to get an idea of the depiction of this                                 
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death that the three media did in their coverage. By selecting few distinctive words from all                             
the articles we want to find a clear image of the overall picture of what these platforms                               
stand for.
However, in consideration of giving a more precise example of this analysis we are going                           
to delve deeper into an one article analysis of each channel: Fiery leader who became                           
scourge of the US in AJE, Iconic Venezuelan president Hugo Chavez dies in BBC, US                           
reaction to Chavez’s death: from mourning to celebration in CNN. In this way it will be                             
provided a full text analysis and a clear comparison of the notions of the three media. As                               
well as will be included and analysed the general coverage of the channel in a deeper                             
approach. The reason behind the choice of these articles responds to their compact                       
information about vital common patterns present in most of the posts in each channel i.e.                           
his power, Chavez as fighter, economic situation after his loss, his polemical international                       
relation, or iconic figure. These are taken as nodal points (Jørgensen, Phillips, 2002: 26)                         
for the analysis.
According to Laclau and Mouffe “meaning can never be ultimately fixed and this opens up                           
the way for constant social struggles about definitions of society and identity, with resulting                         
social effects” (Jørgensen, Phillips, 2002: 24). What we are going to analyse in this chapter                           
is the giving meaning AJE, BBC and CNN attribute through discourse to the death of Hugo                             
Chavez and the discourse that focuses on these nodal points.
4.1.2. Al Jazeera English
One could say that on the basis of the analysis made of the six articles covering the death                                 
of Hugo Chavez, the key words divide the angle taken for the story in two “nodal points”:                               
power in relation to the figure of Hugo Chavez as a national and international leader and                             
fight in relation to his military background and personal life.
Power
AJE has highlighted two main goals in the life of the Latin American leader related to this                               
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concept: his opposition against the international hegemonic superpower represented by                 
the US and his concentration of national power in his own country. This it can be seen in the                                   
chosen post for the analysis “Fiery leader who became scourge of the US”(appendix1.1),                       
which is divided in two parts: the first one, where his relation with US is explained, and the                                 
second one, where he is almost represented as a religious icon in his country with words                             
like “revered”, “praised” and the subheading “Pact with Jesus”.
They used an explicit headline to refer the first issue: “Fiery leader who became scourge of                             
the US”. This is widely analysed in the post in which they compile different conflicts                           
between Chavez and the US during his political life. They make reference to four                         
accusations made by Chavez when talking about US, all in this same post: he called “the                             
devil” to President Bush, he accused US of conspiring during the coup against him in 2002,                             
of having a double standard regarding terrorism and he denounced the NATO's intervention                       
in Libya.
In this way, AJE in its “articulatory practice” (Laclau and Mouffe 1985: 105) is pointing out                             
his opposition against the power of US, and going further by highlighting how he presented                           
himself as the representative of an alternative through a discourse with a particular way of                           
expressing himself. Al Jazeera does so by quoting some famous interventions as the one                         
he performed in the UN summit: "This is another abuse and another abuse of power on                             
the part of the devil. It smells of sulphur here, but God is with us and I embrace you                                   
all"(appendix1.1). There are words with negative connotation used here such as abuse,                     
devil and sulphur which through the linguistic model of negation (Jeffries, 2010: 106) make                         
the medium’s intervention clear, creating controversial thoughts.
However they pay attention not only to his discourse, but also to the leaders whom he                             
became very friendly with when building international relations. That is why AJE is                       
constantly referred to Cuba, Libya, Iran or Russia. For example with sentences in their post                           
like “He described Gaddafi [...] as ‘a great fighter, a revolutionary and a                       
martyr’”(appendix1.1).
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In this way, it is possible to see that AJE’s discourse of Chavez positioning himself as the                               
opposition of the U.S. power is constructed by mentioning and linking the two signs or                           
“moments” of Chavez’s discourse and allies when explaining the way he used his                       
anti­american speeches and the allies he chose to be against U.S.
However, this is not the only meaning relation that AJE does when they talked about Hugo                             
Chavez and power. They present in contrast of the opposition against the US hegemonic                         
power, the concentration of power that he gained in Venezuela. At the same time that AJE                             
present him fighting against international hegemony, they portrayed him gathering more                   
and more national power and becoming an iconic figure.
AJE explains in the second part how he gained more power by “amending the constitution                           
to remove term limits”. Then, they go further and say that “his critics and detractors said he                               
had become increasingly autocratic”. Autocratic is a word with negative connotations,                   
close to terms like dictatorship and the opposite to democracy.
Moreover, AJE tries to link the concept of him gathering power to the idea of Chavez                             
becoming an icon, close to religion. For example, they start using a strong subhead for the                             
second part of the post: “Pact with Jesus”. With these three words they are comparing                           
Chavez and Jesus almost as equals, as they had an agreement. They also use the term                             
“revered” when referring the way his supporters used to see him. Those are strong words                           
which depict him as someone to have devotion for.
Fight
The other nodal point highlighted by the channel was the fight along his professional (his                           
leadership) and personal life (his battle against cancer). There is a strong correlation in                         
between the political fight and the personal fight of Hugo Chavez towards different battles.                         
As in the article: “Fiery leader who became scourge” words such as “fiery”,                       
“ex­paratrooper”, “former paratrooper” or “crusaded” are enhancing the character to the                   
meaning of his different fights.
What is visible along the coverage of the death of Hugo Chavez by AJE is how he is                                 
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portrayed with his character of military formed (“ex­paratrooper”) and in relation to it how                         
his struggle of reaching political power. On the other hand he copes with the recent physical                             
illness as the only fight that he lost: “[Chavez] has died after a nearly two­year bout with                               
cancer”(appendix1.1). Bout is a boxing term for fight or combat. The narrative used by                         
AJE keeps in line the ups and downs of his leadership carried through the on­going drive of                               
Chavez to battle upon the maintenance of his position in Venezuela and in connection to                           
the international relations with other leaders.
4.1.3. BBC
According to Laclau and Mouffe ‘’ meaning can never be ultimately fixed and this opens up                             
the way for constant social struggles about definitions of society and identity, with resulting                         
social effects ‘’ (Jørgensen, Phillips, 2002: 24). What we are going to analyse in this                           
chapter is the giving meaning BBC attributes through discourse to the death of Hugo                         
Chavez and the discourse that focuses on the future of Venezuela after Chavez’s loss, to                           
his controversial figure and to the financial state the country was left after his death.
Controversy
In BBC, the figure of Hugo Chavez is represented as a controversial presence in the                           
political field. Reading through the articles concerning his death, the 5th of March 2013 is                           
revealed a questionable character described through many strong connotations. The                 
position of the medium against a non­west culture becomes clear and the distinction                       
between the ‘’us’’ and ‘’them’’ conception comes on the surface by the use of specific                           
discourse that stresses more the negative aspects Hugo Chavez’s political route than                     
plainly informing for the death of a country leader.
Therefore taking this article as a reference one can realise that words like dictator(ship),                         
accuse, coup, controversial, hate(d) are repeated in the post under the deeper analysis                       
and in the others with almost the same frequency than leader, loved, revolutionary,                       
icon(ic). Furthermore, the word father stands on this same post that the caption under one                           
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of the slides saying opponents. Within the same text, the term controversial is repeated                         
twice. In the third paragraph after the lead it can be read “A self­proclaimed revolutionary,                           
Hugo Chavez was a controversial figure in Venezuela and on the world                     
stage”(appendix1.2).
Moreover, in the post there is an analysis by the former Venezuelan correspondent of BBC                           
where some expressions corroborate this strong devotion to Hugo Chavez’s figure, such as                       
millions of followers or devotees. However, in the fourth paragraph after the subhead                       
‘Revolutionary legacy’ it is written “his opponents accused him of mishandling the                     
economy and taking the country towards dictatorship”(appendix1.2).
BBC in its coverage depicts him as beloved and hated leader at the same time.                           
Supporters and opponents are present in the post discourse. While on the post under the                           
deeper analysis it is written “Crowds of supporters gathered outside the Caracas hospital                       
where he died, chanting "We are all Chavez!".”(appendix1.2), on the other hand though we                         
can see that, some were celebrating his passing. Thus, through the use of contentious                         
statements and discourse it becomes clearer that BBC presents Hugo Chavez as a                       
controversial and divisive figure in all their coverage.
Future
The concern of what will happen from now on is a very recurrent topic in most of the news                                   
covering Hugo Chavez’s death. It is not only represented in the figure of Nicolas Maduro as                             
his successor but also in the explicit questions about what is the future of Venezuela in                             
terms of democracy, economy and international relations. In this article we can quote the                         
following in the fifth paragraph after the subhead ‘New chapter’: “The US described the                         
death as a "challenging time", reaffirming [...] its support for the Venezuelan people and                         
[...] developing a constructive relationship with Caracas”(appendix1.2). As well as, in the                     
analysis chapter by the former correspondent it is wondered about the route of Chavez’s                         
revolution without him. Another article states: political uncertainty showing an unclear future                     
as the consequence of his loss.
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Economy
Reading through the BBC articles of Chavez death one may notice essential common                       
descriptive patterns of him and his leadership. The distinction of ‘’we’’ and ‘’they’’ that                         
Edward Said proposes in his theory of Orientalism (Said, 1977: 1­2) is mostly expressed                         
through the linguistic model of Negation (Jeffries, 2010: 106). Connotations of a negative                       
meaning are used in the discourse of the medium taking a stand against the particular                           
topic and making the separation of the west culture. A clear example of negation is the use                               
of the word mishandling, in the fourth paragraph after ‘Revolutionary legacy’, characterizing                     
the misuse economic resources of the country when BBC says: his opponents accused him                         
of mishandling the economy. Another example in a different article is the use of the whole                             
sentence “Chavez leaves economic muddle” as a headline, which stresses the false                     
economic policy. That fact is more emphasized by the description with many negative                       
connotations characterising his work “His policy of expropriations, which often seemed                   
arbitrary or spiteful, led to a lack of confidence, scaring off many foreign                       
investors’’(appendix1.2) arbitrary, spiteful, lack (of confidence) and fear are those words                   
which make the distinguish of ‘’we’’ and ‘’they’’ more tensed creating a discursive                       
battlefield by using negative connotations.
4.1.4. CNN
Democracy/Politics
CNN emphasizes the polarization of Hugo Chavez: his contribution to bring benefit to the                         
poor, his strong power towards the whole country, the dictatorship and different angles of                         
his personality.
As an international media, especially an American one, surely CNN would not let off the                           
relationship between Chavez and the America. Seen as a representation of a power from                         
the “other” part ­ the opposite part­ against America, Hugo Chavez is depicted in a                           
polarized way: Like a hero who tries to break the power structure in the eyes of the                               
“grassroots”, but a devil to the civil citizens.
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CNN keeps showing Chavez character and the conflicts that he challenges especially to the                         
US. “The devil came here yesterday, and it smells of sulphur still today”(appendix1.3).                       
This is one of the quotes that the CNN chose to highlight and it does not put Chavez in a                                     
good light. This shows the conflict by using the characterisation devil in two different ways.                           
First Chavez is a devil to the citizens and in a related article they take his quote, where he                                   
describes the president Bush and the relationship to the US as the devil. In both articles                             
Chavez is put in a negative light.
The article that we have chosen as a representative starts by interviewing some local                         
people how have moved to the US from Venezuela. “we should be asking (for) democracy,                           
democracy, democracy, constitution.”(appendix1.3).
Further down the words as iron hand and democratic process are used to describe his                           
use of power. “Hugo Chavez ruled Venezuela with an iron hand and his passing has left a                               
political void that we hope will be filled peacefully and through a constitutional and                         
democratic process, grounded in the Venezuelan constitution and adhering to the                   
Inter­American Democratic Charter”(appendix1.3), said Sean Robert Menendez, D­New             
Jersey, chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee.
CNN continues to work for this discourse by using further articulations on the same matter                           
restore its once robust democracy. Again the word democracy is used to show the                         
opposite of what Chavez had followed up with a quote “Good riddance to this dictator”.                           
Menendez called for "free and fair elections" so that “Venezuela can begin to restore its                           
once robust democracy and ensure respect for the human, political and civil rights of its                           
people”(appendix1.3).
The word tyrant is present in the text when CNN makes reference to the chairman of the                               
House Committee on Foreign Affairs calling Chavez “a tyrant who forced the people of                         
Venezuela to live in fear” and adding, “good riddance to this dictator”. Therefore, dictator                         
and tyrant appeared in the text as negative adjectives depicting Hugo Chavez in a certain                           
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way.
Commitment
CNN does not change the discourse when it quotes somebody else, like the former                         
President Jimmy Carter: “Although we have not agreed with all of the methods followed by                           
his government, we have never doubted Hugo Chavez's commitment to improving the                     
lives of millions of his fellow countrymen”(appendix1.3).
Together with commitment there are words like change and poor and Chavez battle for                         
change in the society. Through the article there is only a smaller selection of positive                           
comments towards Chavez that goes against the other discourse. Serrano said: “Even                     
today, people in North America seem unable to accept that Venezuelans had taken our                         
admonitions to have democracy to heart and elected the leader of their choice. President                         
Chavez carried out the programs that his constituents wanted enacted, and won                     
re­election. This too was revolutionary in the history of Latin America”(appendix1.3). The                     
quote goes against the American dissatisfaction with Chavez and again shows his                     
commitment with the programs that he constituted.
Towards the end CNN goes back to the negative discourse talking about human rights and                           
Chavez’s use of power to intimidate the citizens’ towards his agenda. They end with a more                             
neutral quote from Sean Penn: “Today the United States lost a friend it never knew it had                               
[...] and poor people around the world lost a champion. I lost a friend I was blessed to                                 
have”(appendix1.3). Thus, we find connotative words such as friend or champion that,                     
even though are not repeated in all the articles, there are still present in this one.
By ending with this statement from a friend, CNN lets it be up to the readers to make their                                   
own statement of what kind of person Chavez was. In this article the discourse against                           
Chavez is already made so strong, that the reader in the end most likely will go with the                                 
discourse and se Chavez has a bad leader. But although there is a distinctive voice on                             
CNN, we cannot hold a part as the whole. Most of articles posted on CNN mentioned the                               
other face of Hugo Chavez. It does not only describe the expatriates reaction but                         
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particularly the Venezuelan opponents’ reaction, using the native voices to represent its                     
identity, an American voice on Hugo Chavez’s death: a better Venezuela without Chavez. In                         
the article “U.S. reaction to Chavez’s death: from mourning to celebration”, it quotes                       
Menendez words: “Venezuela can begin to restore its once robust democracy and ensure                       
respect for the human, political and civil rights of its people”(appendix1.3). The words                       
post, restore and once suggest its potential idea, namely a better situation without Chavez.                         
We can see it again with tyrant and dictator.
Even though we also can read respectively positive comments on Chavez and his                       
achievements, CNN almost did not forget to mention the negative part at the same time.                           
For instance, the words from former President Jimmy Carter: “Although we have not                       
agreed with all of the methods followed by his government [...] but also noted the                           
divisions that were created in the drive toward change”(appendix1.3).
4.1.5. Comparative analysis
In our analysis of the three channels we have found three spheres where one can place all                               
the nodal points used in the discourse of these media. They can all be included in the                               
political sphere, economic sphere and social sphere. AJE, BBC and CNN have referred to                         
these three spheres. Nevertheless, each one has decided to focus on one of them.
AJE decided to have its main focus on the social sphere as they analysed the figure of                               
Hugo Chavez as an icon for Venezuelan people (power) and a revolutionary fighter (fight)                         
as nodal points for its discourse. This can be seen in the previous examples like the                             
subhead “pact with Jesus” or “crusaded against US”. AJE also refers to the other spheres.                           
For example, the references about his allies like Cuba and Gaddafi (political) and the way                           
he helped poor people by “taking care of their interests in ways that other Venezuelan                           
political leaders could not” (economic and social). It is also interesting to see how AJE                           
uses words with strong positive and negative connotations but in a balance as it can be                             
seen in the subhead “Charismatic ex­paratrooper befriended countries that had frosty                   
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relations with Washington”, where charismatic (positive) and ex­paratrooper (negative) are                 
together. Thus, AJE retains the image of Chavez in a neutral tone, going through a                           
level­headed discourse.
BBC is mostly focused on a more economic direction. There is a general discourse about                           
Chavez’s political and social role in Venezuela’s history, however the running and the future                         
financial situation of the country seems to concern the most the coverage of BBC. The use                             
of discourse in order to define the economic state Chavez left after his loss, his                           
mishandling and the economical muddle he created, show the concern of BBC about the                         
future state of Venezuela and the new, promising era that is about to follow after the end of                                 
a dictatorship. The use of negation and the fluent point of the negative aspects of his policy                               
make clear the distinction BBC creates between the ideal west financial administration                     
(we) and the muddled, defective non­west (they). However there is also an obvious concern                         
about the political and social fields and the importance of Chavez’s image influenced the                         
progress of these fields in history. BBC is referred to Fidel Castro’s characterisation of                         
Chavez calling him true son showing the quality of international relations between the two                         
countries.
CNN, on the other hand, focuses more on the political aspect. If we take the nodal point                               
about democracy we can see how CNN associates Chavez with dictatorship and tyranny,                       
i.e. “good riddance to this dictator” as a quote from an interviewee. Therefore, his depiction                           
is in a very negative way, as well as his policies when the channel explained his ruling of the                                   
country. In the political sphere the channel wondered about the future of the country and                           
shows how opponents and expatriates see in Chavez’s death a new hope, as the headline                           
of the article under deeper analysis says: “U.S. reaction to Chavez’s death: from mourning                         
to celebration”. Regarding the international relations of Venezuela, with special focus on the                       
US, the image of the former head of state is presented with both sides. CNN does not miss                                 
the opportunity of picking up some negative statements for Hugo Chavez, as it can be                           
observed in Jimmy Carter’s answers, where some words like although makes disjunctive                     
sentences which rest positivity of an statement. Thus, the political sphere is the one                         
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dominated by CNN and the depiction of Chavez taken from it is always negative.                         
Nevertheless, this channel also dives in other spheres regarding the policies taken during                       
Chavez’s government with a negative point of view in the economic sphere. Furthermore, in                         
the social one the policies refer to good and bad points when it is explained his                             
commitment for the poor people but highlighting the possibility of second intentions                     
behind, such as being re­elected. As well as, the social sphere include a negative                         
connotation concerning the future of Venezuela by depicting Chavez’s death as a hope for                         
democracy in the country.
Therefore, as it is possible to see, the three channels talked about the political, economic                           
and social spheres, but each of them focuses on one of them: AJE on the social one, BBC                                 
on the economic one and CNN on the political one. Another point to take into account is                               
that while AJE stays neutral when informing about Chavez, BBC and CNN give a negative                           
image of the Venezuelan leader.
4.2. Palestinian­only buses
4.2.1. Introduction
This analysis counts on the detailed analysis and its following comparison of a written post                           
and a video. We will go through the news about the setting of new bus lines only for                                 
Palestinian people ferrying from the settlements to Israel. The news develop on March 4                         
and March 5, due to our analysis focus on the day the news is launched and the day after.                                   
The workload was divided in order to speed the work and afterwards checked by the group                             
members and joined it.
Nevertheless, due to the lack of any information in BBC World News about the                         
Palestinian­only buses, the following analysis focuses only on AJE and CNN. While for AJE                         
we take the article titled Israel launches segregated bus service(appendix2.1), for BBC                     
we have seen ourselves to analyse the video named as Are Palestinian­only buses                       
“racism”?(appendix2.2). As we did we the previous analysis, we follow the same rules of                         
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discourse analysis and comparison, taking into account the words and meaning creating                     
nodal points.
4.2.2. Al Jazeera English
In the following analysis of new bus service Palestinian­only people we want to make focus                           
on one of two posts published by AJE, since it has an overall view of the story. Regarding                                 
Laclau’s discourse analysis theory two nodal points are extracted from the whole                     
discourse. These ones are the debate about segregation with those bus lines and the                         
reference to settlements as occupation by Israeli government.
Segregation
The case of the bus service is presented as an act of xenophobia from the Israeli                             
government to the Palestinians workers who take these buses from the West Bank into                         
Israel. The headline contains the negative word segregated, therefore, the image projected                     
by the medium is negative as well. This feeling of segregation is repeated with other                           
different words such as simply racism and racist, and in the second article the term                           
separate or separated as well as making reference to the distance between Palestinians                       
and Israelis is very common. This separation between Israelis and Palestinians is more                       
evident when the terms Jewish or Israeli Jews are used instead simply Israelíes. This might                           
be understood as a generalisation, by so all non­Palestinian inhabitants in the zone are                         
Jewish.
AJE, in its searching for both versions of events, also quotes what the government                         
declares. In the discourse one can find repeatedly the expression security risk. Therefore                       
there are two depicted sides of the situation: Government creates segregation by using                       
separated buses between Jews and Palestinians and Government wants to avoid security                     
risk for Palestinian people and replace pirate buses with exorbitant prices.
Occupation
As a nodal point occupation highlights, not only due to the words used but also due to the                                 
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context. The last part of the article, instead of focusing only on the news of Palestinian­only                             
buses, Al Jazeera adds brief information of the occupation of Palestinian territories by the                         
Israeli government. Moreover, to refer to Israeli controls to Palestinian the term severely                       
restricting is used, where the depiction of the Israeli side is shown negatively and even as                             
oppressor. There are references to the international support to the Palestinian cause                     
seeking a Palestinian state and the settlements as illegals. Hence, AJE shows a scene                         
with oppressed people and oppressors.
4.2.3. CNN
This discourse analysis, instead of using written texts, uses video due to the lack of any                             
written news. Since it is the only way that CNN covered this news, we have seen ourselves                               
forced to use it, instead of any written post. We follow the same patterns existing in the                               
discourse analysis of written news by transcribing the video and from the transcription we                         
use the discourse analysis as a written text. From the video three nodal points can be                             
taken, as the length and the coverage of the story do not provide more of them. In the                                 
discourse analysis of CNN’s coverage one can find examples from the past, discrimination                       
and prevention.
Examples from the past
CNN’s coverage relates this case with previous cases of segregation in the world history.                         
By using the term apartheid, coined in South Africa during the 20th century, they relate a                             
possible case of segregation with these Palestinian­only buses with the South African                     
example. Moreover, there are mentions regarding the black­only buses in US. If one takes                         
these examples into consideration, it is possible to see a relation between race and                         
cohabitation in the same country by CNN’s coverage. This is supported by the next nodal                           
point.
Discrimination
In CNN’s way of treating this news, there is a special focus on discrimination and                           
segregation. Even it may be perceived that CNN takes it from granted, i.e. “when you start                             
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segregating people based on religion, based on ethnicity and putting them on buses, it                         
really brings back terrible memories”. The negative aspect of terms like discrimination,                     
segregating, prohibition and controversy takes us to think that there is an existing opinion                         
from CNN spread to the public.
Prevention
It is possible to find many references to Israeli government trying to help Palestinian                         
workers. CNN focuses on security checks made to Palestinian getting into Israel from the                         
West Bank. The words security and safe(r) is repeated but always related to Israeli                         
government and the bus company’s allegations. There are many explanations about the                     
Israeli policy for the creation of these buses but taking distance from this by the channel and                               
relating them to the Israeli authorities. Furthermore, one can see mentions to price                       
(cheaper) and easiness (easier).
4.2.4. Comparative analysis:
In this analysis there are only to channels to compare due to the lack of any news from BBC                                   
of the case of Palestinian­only buses. Moreover, the following comparison will be between                       
a written post and a video, both in the online platform however by themselves are still                             
different. Two spheres or big meaning can be taken from the text: political sphere and                           
social sphere. In this case the political sphere is more related to history and international                           
relations, whereas the social is based on human rights and equality. Both of them have                           
focus on the two spheres, nevertheless with different intensity and motivation.
The political sphere in AJE’s coverage is based on the historical occupation of what is                           
supposed to be Palestinian territories by Israeli government. There are many mentions to                       
the worldwide support and with focus on world powers as warranty of legality in the                           
international arena, considering the settlements illegal. This historical aspect of this sphere                     
is also based on the long time ago Palestinian and Israeli conflict. AJE pays attention to the                               
difference between these two ethnic groups and divides the society between Palestinians                     
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and Jews, which could be understood that all of the non­Palestinian inhabitants must be                         
Jewish. On the other hand, the human rights seen as social sphere are treated by the using                               
of words such as segregation and racism. This one is a key word of the Al Jazeera English                                 
coverage. The reference to the race is constant but also, as it is mentioned before, to the                               
division between Jews and Palestinians. By using the analysis of the situation by an Israeli                           
social activist, AJE can declare racism as the main key of the story.
Whilst, CNN has a different focus on the historical background as political sphere because                         
it is more related to some cases of segregation in the world history. By using the apartheid                               
in South Africa and the black­only buses in the US from the governments, CNN shows its                             
awareness of the situation developing in Israel. The comparison makes that Israel is seen                         
as a discriminating government and responsible of segregation in the country as it was                         
South Africa or US in the past. However, the social sphere does not differ a lot from AJE’s                                 
coverage. The use of ethnicity and race as an excuse to create different buses line is very                               
present; nevertheless, the mention to human right groups stays without name either the                       
social activist’s name. Nevertheless, it is possible to see a special attention to security                         
checks done by Israeli authorities understood as discrimination and prohibition.
4.3. Pope´s Resignation
4.3.1. Al Jazeera English
When covering the Pope´s resignation AJE stands for depicting first the announcement                     
itself as part of the relevant agenda. The platform also highlights the story of the Pope by                               
using the Pope´s profile in both of the articles posted first on February 28 and later on                               
March 1. The focus of the coverage is on the story of Benedict XVI relating to his life until                                   
the resignation day and by doing so relating his social background and life to discourses                           
about the entity of the Church itself. The expressions used such as traditionalism and                         
Catholic orthodoxy reflect the approach towards the personality of the Pope. Helped by the                         
argumentative structure of the article this division was made.
If we use as point of departure the headline selected it will be clarifying how the addresser                               
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in the article “Resigning pope is known for his staunch traditionalism and strong defence                         
of Catholic orthodoxy”(appendix3.1) determines which are the following main topics of the                     
post.
In order to obtain nodal points for the discourse analysis we maintained a relation in                           
between the headline and the content of the article and the division of the topics as a useful                                 
methodology to start with. The writer uses two paragraphs to draw a timeline starting from                           
the birth date of the Pope until the day of his resignation. What is interesting for us is how                                   
the article is presenting a story of a man who became the Pope. The platform prioritises the                               
profile of Benedict among other facts while covering the new.
Our main nodal points are: Pope in the social sphere, Traditionalism and Catholicism                       
affecting social matters such as gay marriage or euthanasia. When performing our                     
analysis, the word elements attached to these 3 nodal points are correlated with different                         
social spheres. The close relation determines the image that AJE gives by covering the                         
Pope´s resignation which portraits the character of the resigning pope and his different                       
implications as a representative of the Church.
Traditionalism and Catholicism
When the addresser relates the article to this topic in the first part of the body the subjects                                 
mentioned are: his German nationality, his opposition state against priest marriages or                     
female clerics, his rejection towards homosexuality and communism and his proclivity for                     
inflaming political sensibilities, and critic against rock music. All these discourses are                     
linked around the meaning of conservatism, traditionalism and the entity of the pope in the                           
social relevance and context of time.
Following the divisions made in the body we find two subheads: the first is conservative                           
views. Along this section the main themes are in relation to the nodal points, the discourses                             
mentioned above and furthermore other related to religion discourses such as the relation                       
of the Pope with the Muslim community or the Jew community or the discourse of                           
contraceptive uses in the specific context of Africa. Another attribution is when the                       
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addresser mentions the Hitler Youth movement which was part of the duty of the young days                             
of the Pope. The other subhead is Son of the policeman in which the text focuses on the                                 
personal characteristics of the Pope as a social being: “A quiet, almost shy person,                         
Benedict never succeeded in generating the fervour enjoyed by John Paul II. Instead, he                         
shunned star status, once describing himself as "just the vicar" at the Roman Catholic                         
Church's periodic World Youth Days”. “The Polish pope was greeted with enthusiasm                     
bordering on hysteria at these events, and he did little to dampen down the adulation, to                             
the consternation of some in the Church hierarchy.” “The intellectual Benedict, an                     
accomplished pianist, was also prolific writer”(appendix3.1).
Above, the Pope is depicted as humble representative of the church first he is being                           
compared to the previous pope and later he is described as shy and intellectual. The                           
social position of the Pope is presented as his position inside the hierarchy of the Catholic                             
Church. The social skills of the resigning pope are highlighted whilst relating his position to                           
the social response of the members of the Catholic Church and believers.
Other social spheres relevant for AJE are the Media responses as for instance in social                           
media: “And in a final message from his own Twitter account, Benedict said: “Thank you                           
for your love and support. May you always experience the joy that comes from putting                           
Christ at the centre of your lives”(appendix3.1).
The social relevance of the pope is expressed both by the different angles taken in                           
consideration such as the resignation event followed by masses or the social performance                       
during the resignation. “I took this step in full awareness of its gravity and novelty but with                               
profound serenity of spirit,” the pope told a Cheering crowd of 150,000 pilgrims in St                           
Peter's Square in his final public farewell on Wednesday. “The theologian pope ­​a shy                         
academic whose papacy has been overshadowed by infighting within the Roman                   
Catholic Church and a sex­​abuse scandal ­​ said”(appendix3.1).
As one could extract from the text there are references towards the social matters that are                             
related to the image of the Pope, as a social being, in his personal life and in his                                 
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professional life as a representative of the Church. “Vatican analysts have suggested                     
Benedict's sudden exit could set a precedent for ageing popes in the future, and many                           
ordinary Catholics say a more youthful, pastoral figure could breathe new life into a                         
Church struggling on many levels. From Catholic reformers calling for women clergy and                       
for an end to priestly celibacy, to growing secularism in the West and ongoing scandals                           
over sexual abuses by paedophile priests going back decades, the next pope will have a                           
tough agenda”(appendix3.1).
To conclude the approach of the last article remarks in relation to the social matters,                           
expectations of the new pope and the fact that social aspects are claiming a need of                             
change in the role of the pope.
4.3.2. BBC
The posts made by BBC during the pope resignation on February 28 and March 1, are                             
primarily focusing on the bare facts of the announcement whilst giving quantitative                     
information about the number of Catholics attending to greet or farewell the pope and                         
further data of the facts affecting the situation of the pope after the resignation. There is a                               
great amount of information referring to the possessions of the pope and the different                         
properties that the resigning pope would have after the resignation. This could be                       
interpreted as a focus on economic aspects in relation to the entity of the Church. There is                               
also a strong coverage of the reactions and relations in between the members of the                           
Catholic Church. The social responses during the announcement are related to social                     
sphere in which the pilgrims are the center of attention as the repercussions of a new pope                               
are directly influencing them.
The following article “Benedict XVI vows obedience to successor as pope” is used as a                           
representative of the overall coverage from the BBC platform since the overall coverage                       
reflects similarly, the selected points of the story. This article is accompanied with the photo                           
of Castel Gandolfo, the papal residence where Benedict stayed until the election of the new                           
pope. The articles from BBC mainly describe the situation of Benedict XVI, and mention                         
the political and economic aspects of the election for the new pope and his resignation                           
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status.
The political sphere is reflected by the different references towards the relations in between                         
the priests coming from different points of the world in disagreement with the resigning                         
pope and internal bureaucratic processes. “His decision to resign has been openly                     
criticised by Australia's top Catholic, Cardinal George Pell, who questioned his                   
leadership skills”(appendix3.2).
Pope Benedict
The main theme of the coverage of the pope is him as a pilgrim who has left the status of                                     
pope and has become an emeritus pope or former pope. “The German pontiff, who was                           
born Joseph Ratzinger, will continue to be known as Benedict XVI, with the new title of                             
“pope emeritus”(appendix3.2).
The nodal point is in relation to the main subject of the coverage the word pope. Its                               
meaning is enhanced by other words such as pilgrim, greeted, theologian, pope emeritus,                       
greeted, successor or pontiff.
Along with this correlations the role of the pope is accompanied by the allusions of his                             
possessions, such as his red shoes turning into brown with his new status or his next                             
residence, a papal palace during the election of a new pop. By standing out these words,                             
our reading as academic communication students remarks how BBC maintains a                   
correlation in between the three spheres of social, political and economic aspects.
Socially the pope is meant as a representative of the catholic pilgrims with the description                           
of the last moments of Benedict XVI in Vatican and his last words to the public and on                                 
Twitter. “In his final tweet, Benedict wrote: “Thank you for your love and support. May you                             
always experience the joy that comes from putting Christ at the centre of your                         
lives”(appendix3.2).
Related to the role of the Church and his representatives, the pope is also contextualised in                             
the social relevance of the sexual scandals by several priests along the history of the                           
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Church: “The Church has been beset by scandals over sexual abuse by priests and                         
leaked confidential documents revealing internal corruption and feuding. An estimated                 
150,000 people packed into St Peter's Square on Wednesday to hear Benedict,                     
resigning after seven years in office”(appendix3.2).
At the same time the position of the pope reflects an economical status and furthermore the                             
political connotations of the pope are depicted in relation to his hierarchical position in the                           
Catholic Church. “His successor must focus on reforming the Vatican bureaucracy, which                     
has often been overly hesitant to react to the various crises which have arisen during                           
Benedict's papacy, the BBC's David Willey reports from the Vatican”(appendix3.2).
Covering the economic, political and social aspects of the story, BBC reflects a critical                         
situation for the church and estimates possible consequences for the entity of the Church in                           
changing its representative leader and clearing the internal conflicts that are also                     
influencing the perception of the catholic Church.
4.3.3. CNN
CNN focuses the presentation of Pope’s resignation mainly in a political direction. The use                         
of discourse and the nodal points that characterise Benedict and his decision to resign                         
from his duties are similar as referring to a political leader. The article focuses on historical                             
facts in order to stress Pope’s authority as a leader but also his human nature.
Spiritual leader and his human nature
Taking as a starting point the title of the article “Benedict a pope aware of his flaws” it is                                   
revealed a positive rendering of the negative connotation flaws. In combination with the                       
following quoted sentence “Power is made perfect in infirmity” from St. Paul's Epistle to the                           
Galatians, it is attributed a positive meaning to Benedict’s resignation and an implied                       
message of the hidden power behind actions of power when waiving needed. At this point                           
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it is vital to mention how a negative for Pope’s reputation story is placed within a frame that                                 
justifies a mistake made by the infallible leader of the Catholic Church. It is remarkable the                             
introduction made before the presentation of the event creating a positive image of the                         
Pope by stressing his human side “acceptance of human frailty”, “we all make mistakes”.                         
Moreover, it is pointed out the Pope’s double effort to make the acknowledgement of his                           
quoting the words of another person “twice, the pope emphasized that he was quoting                         
someone else's words’’ however ‘’unfortunately the statement was taken as an insult’’                     
(appendix3.3).
The projection of a positive image of the resigning Pope is mirrored all through the article.                             
CNN refers to Pope Benedict as a spiritual leader and a surreal omnipotence. It is also                             
mentioned the event of his pallium at the Celestine’s tomb characterised as an action that                           
signifies episcopal authority. His power as the head of 1.2 billion Catholic believers and                         
his contribution to the Catholic Church and to humanity becomes clearer to the last                         
paragraph: “In this world, however, walked a vulnerable, human person. And in a paradox                         
of life, his most human moment ­­ giving up the power of office ­­ may prove to be his                                   
most potent, delivering a message that, as St. Paul noted many centuries ago, “Power is                           
made perfect in infirmity”(appendix.3.3).
On one hand it is knitted an image of Benedict surrendered by his human nature and on the                                 
other hand it is stressed an emerged power underneath the acceptance of his human                         
frailty and weakness and the superiority of his admittance that “a job, even one guided by                             
the Holy Spirit, as we Roman Catholics believe, can become too much for us”                         
(appendix3.3).
International relations
At last there is an extended reference to Pope’s international relations with the Muslim                         
World and the Jews. The “unfortunate” incident of his visit in Regensburg, as it is                           
characterised by CNN, unsettled Vatican’s relations with Islam. His quoted statement from                     
the Byzantine Emperor Manuel II Paleologus and an unnamed Muslim scholar that became                       
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the reason of the dispute is characterised as a misinterpretation. The burden that is placed                           
on the incident and the significance of the relations between the two worlds is stressed by                             
the extension of the reference and the discoursed used on Pope’s support: “a quote that                           
was misinterpreted by some”, “Twice, the pope emphasized that he was quoting someone                       
else's words”, “unfortunately, the statement about Islam was taken as insult, not a                       
discussion opener”, “he apologized and travelled two months later to Istanbul's Blue                     
Mosque, where he stood shoeless in prayer beside the Grand Mufti of Istanbul. Later he                           
hosted Muslim leaders at the Vatican at the start of a Catholic­Muslim forum for                         
dialogue. It was a human moment ­­ a mistake, an apology and atonement ­­ all                           
round”(appendix3.3).
Further, his effort to redress for retrieving the schismatic Society of St. Pius X and                             
begetting the range of the Jews is characterised as humble and involving the officials of                           
the Vatican accusing them for they neglected to check the background of the bishop that                           
was excused from the Pope and who happened to be a Holocaust denier.
4.3.4. Comparative analysis of the Pope´s resignation story
The three platforms as it could be drawn from the above examination are referring once                           
again to the political, economic and social dimensions. As they cover the Pope’s                       
resignation each of the channel focus primarily in highlighting different dimensions from the                       
life of Benedict XVI.
For instance AJE along the 48 hours of news coverage about the resignation focuses its                           
attention on the figure and profile of the Pope. By doing so the platform highlights the                             
personal background of the pontiff and in relation to his position and resignation, the                         
platform marks different controversies affecting both his image as a social being and the                         
image of the Church perceived by the social context. “Vatican analysts have suggested                       
Benedict's sudden exit could set a precedent for ageing popes in the future, and many                           
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ordinary Catholics say a more youthful, pastoral figure could breathe new life into a                         
Church struggling on many levels. From Catholic reformers calling for women clergy and                       
for an end to priestly celibacy, to growing secularism in the West and ongoing scandals                           
over sexual abuses by paedophile priests going back decades, the next pope will have a                           
tough agenda”(appendix3.1).
The nodal points extracted from the AJE coverage are mainly linked to this predominance                         
of the social dimensions over the political or economic scopes. The main topics of the                           
articles covering the new have as a main subject the social relevance of an announcement                           
as such from the head power of the Catholic Church. Therefore traditionalism and                       
Catholicism are two nodal points attached to both spheres of this event: the depiction of the                             
pope and the representation of the Church. The overall message aside the informative                       
profile about the history of the pope is to proclaim the possible need of perceiving a new                               
election as a possible solution for a crisis inside the Church affecting its social image.
When BBC reports about the Pope´s resignation the attention to facts becomes primarily                       
the main focus. What could be extracted from the coverage from the 28th of February and                             
1st of March is how the platform remarks the possessions of the Church and the pope                             
situation by showing economic aspects. “His "Fisherman's Ring", the special signet ring                     
which contains the Pope's name and is impressed to validate certain official documents,                       
is expected to be destroyed along with the lead seal of the pontificate.”(appendix3.2)
The resignation is reported by BBC through the context of where is taking place, how many                             
pilgrims are assisting to the event and son on as AJE and CNN do.
An important remark by BBC is the relations and reactions of the different members of the                             
Church and the organization of these hierarchic positions when dealing with a future former                         
pope and expecting a new election. But the overall main concern also relates to the                           
necessity of the Church of balancing its image. As BBC highlights the announcement per                         
se reflects internal problems. “His successor must focus on reforming the Vatican                     
bureaucracy, which has often been overly hesitant to react to the various crises which                         
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have arisen during Benedict's papacy, the BBC's David Willey reports from the                     
Vatican”(appendix3.2).
CNN focus in two dimensions in this article: the political and the social. The discourse is the                               
main element that makes this direction clear. The nodal points of the human nature of                           
Pope and the role of the spiritual leader discern the social aspects that the article                           
discusses to the political ones that are reflected through the nodal point of international                         
relations of Pope. Thus the focus of this article is divided within the political and the social                               
aspects projecting the human nature of a spiritual leader who was concerned as the                         
infallible representative of Christ on Earth. Through the use of a ‘’soft’’ language and                         
praising Benedict for his decision to resign admitting his weakness, it turns that CNN                         
nourishes a positive image of his and recognize him to be stronger as ‘’ Power is made                               
perfect in infirmity’’. There are also presented two events that could be considered as vital                           
factors to a negative political image. However CNN presents the Pope’s intentions as                       
‘’misinterpreted’’ and ‘’reconciler’’.
What could be drawn at this point of the analysis is how the three channels have to cover                                 
the important information using the WH questions to inform the reader about the new event.                           
The platforms differ from each other by prioritizing certain information among other                     
information. AJE reflects the profile of the pope and the relation of the figure with the                             
concepts of Traditionalism and Catholicism in society: “Resigning pope is known for his                       
staunch traditionalism and strong defence of Catholic orthodoxy”(appendix3.1) And BBC                 
depicts a former pope that reflects a change and need of reform inside the hierarchy of the                               
Church by the symbolic possessions of the pontiff, “The long­time theologian is expected                       
eventually to retire to a monastery on a hill inside Vatican City, with officials saying he will                               
not be able intervene publicly in the papacy of his successor, though he may offer                           
advice.”(appendix3.2) Whereas CNN portrays the human side of the pope, and its                     
evolution until he becomes a figure of power inside the Church: “In this world, however,                           
walked a vulnerable, human person. And in a paradox of life, his most human moment ­­                             
giving up the power of office ­­ may prove to be his most potent, delivering a message                               
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that, as St. Paul noted many centuries ago, “Power is made perfect in                       
infirmity”(appendix3.3).
The three channels are critical towards the different historical problems of the Church and                         
inevitably the connotation of an event as such: a pope resigning for the first time since the                               
Middle Ages, opens questions about what will happen next and what would be the role of                             
the new pope in the close future. The three channels take this implicit direction of the                             
meaning of the coverage of the articles as the consequence of a former pope influences                           
the political, economic and social dimensions.
5.0. Discussion
Going through the news of three large global transmitted media and comparing their                       
methods of how they broadcast the news we came to a final postulate answering our                           
cardinal question: if AJE preserves its identity when competing in a global news market.                         
The theories of multilayered identity and the global hybrid communities have helped to                       
reach our goal and investigate thoroughly the identities of the three examined media: AJE,                         
BBC and CNN.
During the process of the project, we have found some traces that leaded us to conclude                             
that different layers of the three platforms’ identities were present in the coverage. To                         
support this claim we have some proves linking the theory, the data collected and the prior                             
assumptions. To start with, BBC has focused on the economic aspect of the stories. Taking                           
into account the large tradition of liberalism in the British context, we consider as a relevant                             
evidence of the British identity the fact that they approach the global news through a                           
neo­liberal point of view. This is visible in our analysis through the story of Chavez’s death,                             
where BBC builds its discourse through the nodal point of the economic aspects of the                           
story. It is also interesting to see how BBC covers the Pope’s resignation story by making                             
references to the capital of the Church available for the pontiff.
Another layer of the BBC identity is its western approach when deciding the agenda. It is                             
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possible to see this through the decision of not covering the story of the Palestinians­only                           
buses. We understand this as a construction of the reality from the western point of view,                             
where Venezuela with Hugo Chavez and Rome or the Catholic Church with the Pope are                           
perceived as Occident, therefore western big events are relevant for BBC coverage;                     
whereas Palestine and Israel represent the Orient, and some breaking news from there are                         
understood as local and then are not worth to be covered. This idea of a local story is what                                   
we think that happened with the Palestinian­only buses issue and, thus, BBC decided not to                           
cover it. Since it is a local issue from the West Bank area, it does not seem to be                                   
appealing for BBC’s coverage.
According to these evidences (liberalism and western point of view), we consider that                       
some layers of BBC’s identity are visible in the coverage. These layers respond to a                           
transnational cultural­linguistic producers, markets and audiences layer (Straubhaar, 2007).
Regarding CNN, we have found some data that support the presence of the American                         
identity in its coverage. It is remarkable the special attention paid to the American                         
international relations in the case of Venezuelan president’s death. The way it analyses the                         
external politics of Venezuela is by dividing these relations according to who are the allies                           
and the enemies of the US, i.e. Chavez’s alliances with Iran and Libya, highlighting the                           
opposition of those countries to the US. Hence, we can perceive a sense of self related to                               
the second layer of Straubhaar’s classification (Straubhaar, 2007), because the news from                     
others countries apart from United States are influenced by the American perspective.
This is from a political perspective, but the coverage of the Palestinian­only buses                       
responds also to a historical perspective, due to the use of historical references, such as                           
the black­only buses in the twentieth century. By giving these historical examples of racism                         
in the USA, CNN is contextualising the story from a national point of view. Therefore it is                               
also possible to perceive the layer of a “national producer” according to the Staubhaar’s                         
classification.
The third channel under the analysis is AJE. It is important to stress that this platform has                               
the largest coverage of the Palestinian­only buses story. It is the one that has two posts                             
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about the story, whereas CNN has only one and BBC does not pay attention at all to the                                 
story. These facts make us think that the Arab identity remains and, therefore, influencing                         
the chosen news agenda.
Moreover, there is another layer of AJE’s identity visible in its coverage. The platform                         
positions itself as a neutral forum, just like Al Jazeera Arabic does according to                         
el­Nawawy’s description of the channel and the concept of the “Al Jazeera effect”: “Al                         
Jazeera’s role in ‘providing an unprecedented forum for debate in the Arab world that is                           
eviscerating the legitimacy of the Arab status quo and helping to build radically new pluralist                           
political culture’” (Lynch, 2005, cited in el­Nawawy, 2008). Therefore, it keeps the previous                       
identity layer and this one can be perceived in its coverage.
This is supported by the fact that it is the platform that maintains the most neutral point of                                 
view in its coverage, which is visible in Hugo Chavez’s death. While AJE keeps this neutral                             
approach, CNN and BBC give a negative perspective of the story and Chavez as a leader.                             
This happens again in the Palestinians­only buses, where AJE still stands out with a more                           
neutral coverage by giving testimony to both parts. However, CNN portrays the Israeli                       
government’s decision in a very negative way by anchor woman’s own words: “When you                         
start segregating people based on religion, based on ethnicity and putting them on                       
buses, it really brings back terrible memories”.
It is possible to perceive two different layers in its coverage. On one hand there is an Arab                                 
sense of self that comes with its concern about Middle East issues. On the other hand,                             
there is still in its coverage a layer where the influence of Al Jazeera Arabic is visible and,                                 
therefore, corresponds to the geo­cultural regional producers as it is classified in                     
Straubhaar’s theory (Straubhaar, 2007).
However, these traces of different layers are just a small portion of the total amount of the                               
coverage made by the three platforms. We noticed that even though the three media are                           
consisted of different backgrounds they write about news concerning to the global arena. If                         
there is a need of global news, what the platforms are providing is not their point of view as                                   
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an Arabic, British or American news broadcasters but as platforms with a global point of                           
view coming from different backgrounds.
We think that it is important to review the definition of globalisation written by Norris and                             
Inglehart who understand this global process as:
“Multidimensional, encompassing economic aspects, such as the flow of trade, labor and                     
capital; social aspects, such as interpersonal contacts and mediated information flows; and                     
political dimensions, including the integration of countries into international and regional                   
organizations” (Norris and Inglehart, 2009: 6).
It is possible to perceive in the analysed news that these dimensions are present in the                             
stories, as we have reflected in the previous analysis. The global economic, global social                         
and global political dimensions of the story are the main focuses within the articles. Almost                           
all the discourse is built around these topics, apart from the small exceptions that we have                             
explained before and that correspond to other layers of the media’s identity.
Through the analysis we have perceived that these three dimensions are in relation to the                           
topics covered by AJE, BBC and CNN. For instance, we want to stress on the economic                             
one by highlighting that we have found references to the global economic aspects of the                           
stories. If we take Hugo Chavez’s death news, it is possible to see that this dimension is                               
mirrored on the Venezuelan president’s economic mishandling and his measures to reduce                     
poverty.
The social dimension can be also perceived in the stories. The reactions of Chavez’s                         
supporters and critics are reflected in the coverage giving to the Venezuelan society a main                           
role in the story. A social dimension also appears in the Palestinian­only buses when the                           
platforms make reference to human rights and racism. Moreover, in the Pope’s resignation                       
story, he is portrayed as a spiritual leader for many Catholics around the world.
Furthermore, the political dimension is also a main focus for the media in the three stories.                             
The international relations of Hugo Chavez are constantly appearing in the articles, giving a                         
global context to the story. The international conflict between the Palestinian and Israeli                       
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authorities is depicted as the cause of the Palestinian­only buses. Finally, the Pope is also                           
represented as a political leader, this is why they mention the recent conflicts with some                           
Muslim leaders.
At this point, it is remarkable the fact that the news about Hugo Chavez, Palestinian­only                           
buses and the papal resignation are not only covered by AJE, BBC and CNN, but also they                               
represent international news which do not affect directly to none of the three media origins.                           
Therefore, as the covered dimensions do not respond to their origins, we conclude that they                           
respond to a global point of view.
These data make us believe that, in relation to Al Jazeera English, the global layer                           
overlapped the others. We know that they are in the coverage thanks to the analysis, but we                               
also know that the global one is dominant. This is why we assume that the identity of Al                                 
Jazeera is still in its coverage, but the platform has decided to give more relevance to the                               
global layers of its identity instead of the others.
AJE has not adopted an American identity or has lost its old identity. Instead, it has                             
adapted its identity to the global environment where it has started to compete. It has done                             
so by acquiring the global layers that now are dominating its identity. This can be seen in                               
the examples given before and referring to the neutral forum typical from Al Jazeera Arabic                           
and the Arab sense of self when paying more attention to Middle East.
According to the comparison made before, we can know now that AJE has not changed its                             
identity to make it more American either British even when CNN and BBC are the most                             
western relevant platforms in the global news market. However, we also know thanks to the                           
analysis that these two platforms do not maintain their American and British identity in their                           
coverage as the dominant layers of their identity. They also adapted it to the global                           
environment. Therefore, we conclude that Al Jazeera English has followed the same path                       
when adapting its identity to the global news market, as CNN and BBC have done as well.
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6.0. Conclusion:
This project reviews the possibility of a platform losing identity when competing in the                         
global news arena. For this reason we have researched whether Al Jazeera English                       
preserves its identity when competing in a global news market. Following a concrete                       
methodology accompanied by relevant theories we found out that the reality is more                       
complex than it seems apparently.
By comparing AJE with BBC and CNN it is possible to observe a global layer overlapping                             
the lower ones. This is visible in the fact that the three platforms cover almost the same                               
topics and from the same global dimensions, which are political, economic and social. No                         
matter if the stories that are chosen for the analysis are affecting directly few of the areas                               
that the media have their roots in, they cover and pay similar attention to them.
Even though AJE, BBC and CNN they adapted to the global market, they still retain their                             
original identity for as Straubhaar’s theory explains media are multilayered and in the                       
process of globalisation there are some layers dominating over others. This does not mean                         
that the former layers fade away, but they remain in a non­transparent form in their                           
coverage, as we have confirmed in the analysis. Thus, one can see the Arab identity in                             
AJE’s coverage, specifically in the Palestinian­only buses where we observe a more local                       
approach and national feelings reflected by the used discourse. They show themselves                     
concerned with the Palestinian conflict when they describe on a subhead the past Israeli                         
actions as occupation. Further, According to the el­Nawawy’s definition of Al Jazeera                     
Arabic as a neutral forum, we conclude that some elements of the Al Jazeera Arabic                           
identity are mirrored in AJE’s discourse. In the same way, BBC and CNN have their own                             
identities reflected in their coverage, as it is explained in the discussion, covering from the                           
liberal economic and the American historical points of view.
However, as we have pointed out in the discussion, these traces of other layers occupied                           
less space than the global elements do. Therefore, if we take into consideration our                         
cardinal question whether Al Jazeera English preserves its identity when competing                   
in a global news market, we conclude that Al Jazeera English has retained its identity                           
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when competing in the global news market. It relates the global layers of its identity and                             
sub­layers by giving more importance to the global ones.
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